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MILK

APPLEBANANA GRAPES
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YOGURT CHEESE

MINCED
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CAKE ICE 
CREAM

STRAWBERRY SOUP TOAST



ORDERING IN A RESTAURANT

A Waitor gives you your  food
 
A menu is the paper that shows what food is sold

For example: 
 
Waitor: hello sir / madame, can I help you?

Customer: Yes please, we would like to eat here.

Waitor: Ok, for how many people?

Customer: 2 people please. Can we please have a menu?

Waitor: of course, here you are.

Customer: Thank you. I will have the vegetable and chicken pie.

Waitor: Would you like anything else?

Customer: No thank you / yes please.

Customer: Is it possible to have the bill please?
 

I'd like the bill please

What would you recommend? 

Can I get you anything else?

Would you like...

Could I have the menu please?

Enjoy your meal

Rare / medium / well done steak

Are there any (nuts)? I have allergies

Do you have any vegetarian dishes?

I would like a glass of water

Where are the toilets?

I would recommend...

SOME USEFUL VOCABULARY



LISTEN TO THE AUDIO AND ANSWER THE
QUESTIONS

Script:

-Hey girl, what are your plans for tonight ?

-Hm I don’t know , maybe we can go eat at a

restaurant ?

-Yes why not!  We

can go to a fast food restaurant or an Asian one, which do you prefer ?

-Let’s eat Asian food tonight. We can drive there, it’s not far !

* later on that evening *

- Hi , welcome to the little Saïgoneer , the Vietnamese restaurant of Bayonne, can I

help you ? 

- Yes ,we would like to have dinner here tonight, do you have a table available? 

-Let me check… hmmm yes we have a table available. Follow me please. 

- Thank you , is it possible to see the menu please ?

- Certainly. Here it is.   

- OK so, a lot of things seem good on this menu , what are you going to order  ? 

- I think some curry noodles, with vegetables. It seems tasty  , and you ? 

- Rice and fried fish  , and maybe we can have a bottle of red wine ?

- Hm no, I prefer white wine , is it OK ? 

-OK

*waiter arives *

- have you made your choice ?  

-Yes , we will take rice And chicken

-OK I will bring your dish in a few minutes 

*The waitor brings back the dishes *

- Here you are, and for you madam.

-Have a nice meal and feel free to ask if you need anything.  

-Thank you very much, is it possible to have a jug of water?

- Yes, here it is. Is everything else OK ?

- Yes thank you ,

-Thank you

 

 



How many people are going to the restaurant?1.

      2/3/4

 

2. How will they go there  ?

By bus / by train / by car / by bike

 

3. What kind of restaurant do they choose ? 

Asian restaurant / fast food restaurant

 

4. What colour wine do they choose?

rosé / white / red

 

5. What did the woman choose?

 

 

6. What did the man choose?

 

 

7. What else do they ask for? 

QUESTIONS


